
A Tale of Two Cities Book the Third, Ch. 1-6 Reading Guide 

 

Ch.1 – “In Secret” 

1. Why does Darnay leave England and go to France? What kind of reception does he anticipate and why? 

2. What type of reception does Charles receive in France? In your response, be sure to discuss “the universal 
watchfulness” and the evening events at the inn. 

3. Why is Darnay imprisoned? What is the "emigrant decree," and how does it affect Charles?  

4. What is Defarge's reaction to Charles's plea for help, and why does he act this way? 
5. What is the significance of the chapter title? How does it impact Darnay? 

 

 
Ch.2 – “The Grindstone” 

1. What is the significance of the chapter title?  What are the patriots’ plans for the grindstone?  

2. Why is Dr. Manette able to walk safely among the violent patriots to La Force? 

 
Ch.3 – “The Shadow” 

1. Madame Defarge claims she is visiting Lucie, but what is her real reason for visiting?  

2. What does Lucie ask of Madame Defarge? Why does she ask it? How does Defarge respond? 
3. What is the significance of the chapter title?   

 

Ch.4 – “Calm in the Storm” 

1. Describe how and why Dr. Manette has changed. Also, how might his change impact Darnay? 

2. How is the Guillotine described? Which literary devices does Dickens employ in its description? 

3. What is the significance of the chapter title?   

 
Ch.5 – “The Wood-sawyer” 

1. How long was Darnay imprisoned?  

2. Where is Lucie? What is she doing there? Why? 
3. What is the Carmagnole? 

4. What is the significance of the chapter title?   

 

Ch.6 – “Triumph” 

1. Who testifies at the trial? What do they say? Does it hurt or harm Darnay’s case?  

2. What is the verdict? Why? 

3. What is the significance of the chapter title?   
 

 

 
 


